Legacy samples are a valuable data source for digital soil mapping. However, these sample sets are often small in size and ad hoc in spatial distribution. Constrained by the limited representativeness of such a sample set, the obtained soil maps are often incomplete in spatial coverage with "gaps" at the locations which cannot be well represented by these samples. The maps may also contain areas of high prediction uncertainty. In order to extend the predicted area and reduce prediction uncertainty, additional samples are needed. This paper presents a sampling design based on prediction uncertainty to select samples which will effectively complement the sparse and ad hoc samples, and maximize the spatial coverage of prediction and minimize prediction uncertainty. A case study in China shows that this sampling scheme was effective in achieving these goals. Compared with stratified random sampling scheme, when the number of additional samples is the same, the produced map using uncertainty directed samples has larger predicted area, and the accuracy of the produced map is higher than that of the maps using stratified random samples. The finding of this study suggests that prediction uncertainty is a useful indicator to aid field sample selection and to complement the legacy data. Furthermore, the mapping accuracy produced using this method can be quantitatively related to the number of additional samples needed which opens a new horizon for digital soil mapping.
Introduction
Legacy samples which were accumulated through historical national soil surveys and/or specific field studies are a valuable data source for digital soil mapping. However, in most areas especially in developing countries, the number of legacy samples could be so limited that it may not be appropriate to apply traditional methods (such as regression or kriging interpolation methods) to map soils using these samples. For example, the land area of China is about 9.6 × 10 6 km 2 , but there are only 7292 legacy profiles available across the country (about 1 sample per 1316 km 2 in average) in the Soil Attributes Database from the Soil Series of China (volumes 1-6) and Soil Series of Provinces (total 34 volumes) Shi et al., 2007) . Some legacy samples were collected without following any conventional sampling designs (e.g. stratified random sampling, regular sampling). These samples, which are limited in number and do not provide a good spatial coverage of the study area, are referred to as sparse and ad hoc samples in this paper. Sparse and ad hoc samples are especially common for large area but cannot be used with the conventional soil mapping methods (such as regression or kriging) for mapping the spatial distribution of soil properties. Besides, it is difficult to collect a large set of samples following a well-defined sampling design due to restrictions in sampling under complex field conditions and limited sampling budget. However, each of these sparse and ad hoc samples does contain the local relationship between soil and environmental conditions although these samples do not represent the entire area very well. To make full use of legacy samples, Zhu et al. (2015) presented an individual predictive soil mapping (iPSM) method to predict soil properties using sparse and ad hoc samples. Under the assumption that the more similar the environment conditions between two locations the more similar the soil property values (Hudson, 1992) , they used similarity in environmental conditions between an unvisited location and a field sample to approximate the similarity between the soil at the unvisited location and that at the sample. Thus, the soil property value at the unvisited location can be computed based on the similarities to a set of samples and the property values at these samples (Zhu, 1997; Qi et al., 2007; Zhu et al. (2010a) ). The method also produces uncertainty associated with each predication based on the similarities of the unvisited location to a set of samples. A "No Data" value will be assigned to locations where uncertainty values exceed a certain threshold (user-specified) under the notion that it is not reasonable to predict soil property values for locations which the current set of samples cannot represent well. Therefore, it is very possible to end up with an incomplete soil property map with areas of "No Data" values using this method and it is necessary to collect additional samples to cover these unmapped areas and to reduce the overall uncertainty of the predicted map.
The question then is how to effectively use the computed uncertainty information in designing a sampling scheme which can integrate existing samples and provide as few samples as possible but will maximize the reduction of the unmapped areas and minimize the overall uncertainty in the predicted map.
Design-based sampling (regular grids, simple random sampling, etc.) is very difficult to integrate legacy samples, because the legacy samples are always ad hoc (Brus and de Gruijter, 1997; Walvoort et al., 2010) . For model-based sampling scheme, the semi-variance function which quantifies the spatial auto-correlation is always estimated from a large amount of existing samples (Brus et al., 2006; Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Goovaerts, 1999) . But, the legacy samples are usually sparse, which makes the model-based sampling scheme not suitable for integrating legacy samples.
The conditioned Latin hypercube sampling (cLHS) as proposed by Minasny and McBratney (2006) has the advantage that the distribution of the designed sample locations replicates the distribution of environmental covariates. cLHS is used widely at present (Worsham et al., 2012; Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et al., 2014; Reza Pahlavan Rada et al., 2014; Kidd et al., 2015) . But each cLHS sampling scheme is designed independently, thus cLHS is hardly used for designing additional sample and it cannot provide the sampling order of the additional samples.
Spatial Simulated Annealing (SSA) method could be used to optimize placement of the individual observations by meeting some criterion (the minimal average or maximum Kriging variance), and this optimization sampling method also could include use of previous samples to direct additional sampling (van Groenigen et al., 1999; Van Groenigen, 2000; Brus and Heuvelink, 2007) . However, SSA method cannot provide the sampling order of the additional samples also. When the sampling resource is limited, sampling order is very important information for allowing investigators to effectively plan sampling resources.
Purposive sampling intends to collect samples which are typical of soil types or soil mapping units. Purposive samples are usually designed by local soil experts based on their knowledge during conventional soil mapping. But this type of purposive sampling highly depends on experience or personal judgment of soil experts. An integrative hierarchical stepwise sampling strategy has been proposed to design representative samples with assistance of environmental covariates through a fuzzy clustering approach (Yang et al., 2013) . Although this method is effective for predicting soil maps in digital soil mapping for initial sampling, this method has not been used in additional sampling, and it also does not have any mechanism to include uncertainty in the design. This paper presents an effective and stepwise sampling scheme to identify additional sample locations based on the prediction uncertainty information quantified by the iPSM method proposed by Zhu et al. (2015) . The method not only effectively extends the mapped area and reduce overall uncertainty using as few samples as possible, but also integrate all the legacy soil samples. Section 2 presents the details of this uncertainty directed and stepwise sampling scheme, which is followed by a case study illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed method. Section 4 presents the result and discussion. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Methods

Basic idea
The basic idea of the uncertainty directed sampling reported in this paper is to use the uncertainty derived from the method (iPSM) by Zhu et al. (2015) to identify as few samples as possible to map soil spatial distribution below a user specified level of prediction uncertainty and to maximize the reduction of the prediction uncertainty. Zhu et al. (2015) proposed the individual predictive soil mapping (iPSM) method which can make full use of limited soil sample data for predictive soil mapping and provide the prediction uncertainty at every location where a prediction is made. iPSM uses the soil-environment relationship at each individual soil sample location to predict soil properties at unvisited locations and estimate prediction uncertainty. The more similar the soil environmental conditions between an unvisited location and the locations of legacy soil samples, the lower the prediction uncertainty on the unvisited location because the legacy data could represent the unvisited location well. Prediction uncertainty can be measured before a prediction is made for a given location and a given set of soil sample locations. Thus, with iPSM a user can specify a level of prediction uncertainty under which the soil property at an unvisited location can be predicted. Locations with uncertainty values higher than the specified level are assigned "No Data" to signify that the current set of samples is insufficient to make soil property estimation at the given level of acceptability (as specified by the uncertainty level) . These locations form holes or gaps on the output soil property map. Fig. 4 shows the map with unmapped area (gray area) which cannot be represented by legacy samples well. The uncertainty on the gray area is higher than a specified threshold, and "No Data" would be assigned to these locations when mapping soil property.
To examine the effects of sampling on gap filling and on uncertainty reduction, the proposed method were divided into two stages. The first is "Gap filling", which is to identify as few samples as possible to complete the prediction for areas previously labeled as "No Data". The second is to select samples which can maximize the reduction of overall prediction uncertainty. To fill the gaps of soil map and at the same time to minimize the number of samples needed, we adopt the following process: 1) in the unmapped region ("No Data" data), the location which can extend the predicted area most is chosen as the first additional sample and add this sample into the pool of existing samples; 2) we update the soil map based on the existing samples (including the newly selected additional sample); 3) if the resulted soil map still contains "No Data" locations or the "No Data" areas are still too large to be acceptable, select the location which has most incremental predicted area as the second additional sample. Repeat this process till the soil map is complete or the "No Data" areas are below an acceptable level (user-specified).
To maximize the reduction of the overall prediction uncertainty we adopt the following process: 1) based on the assumption that the more similar the environment conditions between two locations the more similar the soil property values, we select the additional sample representing the largest area in high uncertainty region and add this sample into the pool of existing samples; 2) update the prediction uncertainty map using the existing samples (including the additional sample just selected). Repeat the above process till the overall uncertainty is below a certainty threshold or the sampling is beyond the project budget. These additional samples for reducing the overall uncertainty are also stepwise because each sample is based on the uncertainty map generated from the last round.
The above uncertainty directed sampling method not only integrates the legacy samples but also provides as few stepwise samples as needed to fill the map gaps and reduce the overall prediction uncertainty. In addition, at the time of selecting a sample location using this design does not mean actually filed sampling at this location, because the selection for maximization of area covered or minimization of uncertainty is based on environmental similarity only. Calculation of environment similarity does not need the soil property value at the sample. In fact, the user(s) can wait till the locations of all the additional samples (based on the budget and or area coverage and or uncertainty reduction defined by users) are determined through the above process before starting the field sampling campaign so that samples can be collected at once in the field.
Uncertainty directed sampling design
As outlined in Section 2.1, the whole process of the uncertainty directed sampling scheme consists of two stages: 1) to efficiently locate new samples, as few as possible to complement the legacy sample set in order to fill the "No Data" gaps and extend predicted area, 2) to add as few new samples as possible to improve prediction accuracy by reducing the overall uncertainty of prediction. For each of the two stages, prediction uncertainty needs to be defined first. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of overall methodology.
Determination of prediction uncertainty
The determination of prediction uncertainty contains 3 steps: a) selection of covariates; b) calculation of similarities between unvisited locations and samples; and c) determination of prediction uncertainty.
2.2.1.1. Selection of covariates. Selection of appropriate environment covariates is the first and very important step for calculating the similarity between two locations. The key to selecting environmental covariates is that the covariate reflects the spatial variation of soils and at the same time data on spatial variation of this covariate can be easily obtained. With the development of earth observation technologies and spatial analysis method, many new useful covariates are emerging (Nield et al., 2007; Zhu et al. (2010b) ; Liu et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2012) . Statistical methods (such as principal components analysis, stepwise regression) could help us select appropriate covariates (Pechenizkiy et al., 2003; Behrens et al., 2010; Samuel-Rose et al., 2015; Ramadan et al., 2001; Mansuy et al., 2014; Beaudoin et al., 2014) . On the other hand, covariates could also be selected based on expert knowledge or related previous studies in the same study area. The soil property is the result of climate condition, parent material, topographical factors and time. The Soil-landscape Model "CLORPT" (Jenny, 1941 ) and the SCORPAN model (McBratney et al., 2003) list lots of possible relating covariates.
2.2.1.2. Calculation of similarities. Similarity calculation was carried out on two levels: individual environment covariate level and location level by integrating all environmental similarities, which was demonstrated as Eq. (1) (Zhu et al., 1996; Zhu et al., 2015) .
in which S i k represents the similarity between a location (i) and sample k; e i v is the value of the environment covariate v on location(i); e k v is the value of the covariate v associated with sample k; m is the number of covariates.
E() is the function for calculating similarity at individual environmental covariate level. The E function is associated with the data type of environment covariates. For example, when the data type of covariate is in nominal or ordinal type (e.g. parent material), E is usually a Boolean function; when the data type of covariate is in interval or ratio type (e.g. temperature, slope), E may be Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance, Gower distance, etc. (Shi et al., 2005) . In this paper, we adopted Boolean function and Gower distance to calculate individual variable similarity.
P() is the function for calculating similarity at location level. In this process, we consider the relationship not only between environment covariates distribution and soil property distribution but also between different environment covariates. The limiting factor approach was adopted to integrate the similarities on individual environment variable level that is the smallest value among all covariates similarities was used as the environmental similarity at location level (Zhu and Band, 1994) .
Based on Eq.
(1), the similarities of each location to all samples could be calculated, which can form an "environment similarities vector" at each location as is shown in Eq. (2).
in which, S ! i is the environment similarities vector at location (i); S i k (k = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, n) is the environment similarity between the location (i) and sample k; n is the number of samples.
2.2.1.3. Determination of prediction uncertainty. The "environment similarities vector" indicates the degree how well the sample set can represent the location. Prediction uncertainty could be quantified by analyzing this environment similarity vector. In this paper, prediction uncertainty at each location was calculated based on Eq. (3)
This equation means that if the maximum value of all the environmental similarities of location (i) to all samples is low, then the existing samples cannot represent the unvisited location (i) well and the prediction uncertainty will be high. This uncertainty calculation method has been proved to be effective in other previous study (Zhu, 1997; Zhu et al., 2015) . According to the previous research, the uncertainty was positively related to prediction residuals and can be used as an indicator of its prediction accuracy. It must be noted that this uncertainty describes the uncertainty involved in predicting the soil property value at a location which cannot be well-represented by the existing set of samples. It does not capture the uncertainty due to the errors in the data describing the environmental variables involved in defining the similarity.
Gap filling stage
In this stage, the objective is to select a minimum number of samples to fill the "No Data" gaps. A method of combining Traversing algorithm and Greedy algorithm was adopted and it is described as follows:
(1) For a given uncertainty threshold defining the areas of "No Data", each location in the "No Data" regions is treated as a candidate sample. First, calculate the similarities between a candidate sample and all the other locations with "No Data" based on Eqs. (1) and (2). Then, quantify the prediction uncertainties on all the locations with "No Data" based on Eq. (3).
(2) When the uncertainty on a "No Data" location is lower than the given uncertainty threshold, the location could be represented by the candidate sample. Therefore, the incremental predicted area of the candidate sample can be calculated by counting the number of locations which were previously "No Data" but with the uncertainty lower than the above given threshold if the candidate sample was selected. Finally, compare the incremental predicted areas of all candidate samples and the candidate sample which can extend predicted area most will be chosen as the additional sample for this round.
(3) Add the new sample to the existing sample set to form a new sample set and update the uncertainty map as well as the predicted area map based on this renewed sample set using the method of Zhu et al. (2015) .
Iterate the above three steps until the predicted area covers the whole study area under the current threshold or until the total size of unmapped areas is below a user defined value.
Uncertainty reduction stage
The objective of this stage is to design a minimum number of samples to reduce the overall prediction uncertainty. The procedure of uncertainty reduction stage is shown as Fig. 2 .
(1) Select the stratum which contains the largest area with high uncertainty.
Produce an uncertainty map using the sample set obtained in Section 2.2.2. Set a "high uncertainty" threshold, any value over which the prediction is considered with high uncertainty. Different from the uncertainty threshold which is used to determine "No Data" area, this threshold is used to decide what area is predicted with "high uncertainty" and used for uncertainty reduction. Divide the areas into two parts using this threshold: one with uncertainty higher than the threshold and the other with uncertainty lower than the threshold.
For large areas, categorical environmental variables such as parent material, land use type, are always chosen as important covariates. In this case, tabulate the size of uncertainty area over each stratum and then select the stratum with the largest high uncertainty area. If no categorical covariates area involved, then go to step (2) directly.
(2) Identify the environment class that has the largest area of high uncertainty values in the selected stratum.
For the selected stratum from (1), a fuzzy c-means classification (FCM) technique is implemented to obtain the environment clusters over the high uncertainty areas. Select the environmental class with the largest number of pixels as the candidate group from which to draw the sample.
(3) Find the candidate sample locations. The probability density function (PDF) of the prediction uncertainties in the largest environment condition class obtained from (2) is estimated and the modal value of the PDF is determined to find the candidate sample locations. The reason that we used PDF but not histogram is that PDF is smoother and more continuous. Compared with the simple histogram, PDF can describe the distribution of data better, so it was used to analyze the distribution if prediction uncertainty. In this paper, probability density function (PDF) was estimated by Kernel Density Estimation method (KDE as Eq. (4)) (Silverman, 1986) to select the sample.
in which f h (x)is the PDF of prediction uncertainty x i (i=1,2,⋅⋅⋅,N), K()is a kind of kernel function and it is Gaussian kernel in this paper, h is bandwidth which influences the smoothing degree of PDF curve and it is determined using "rule of thumb" method (Sheather and Jones, 1991) . The locations with the uncertainty falling into the range enclosing the mode of PDF should represent the largest area with high uncertainty if these locations are selected as additional samples, and these locations are more effective in reducing the overall uncertainty. The width of modes of the PDF is defined between the maximum value of the PDF minus the bandwidth h and the maximum value of PDF plus the bandwidth h.
(4) Locate the optimal sample First, the optimal sample will be located on the area with candidate samples clustering. Then, select the location with better accessibility as the optimal sample by referencing high resolution remote sensing images (Google map) or topographic maps.
(5)Add the new sample to the existing sample set, then update the uncertainty map based on the renew sample set and calculate the overall uncertainty level over the entire area.
Iterating procedures (1) through (5) until the overall prediction uncertainty drops below the user-specified value or the number of the samples is larger than the number planned.
Validation
In order to compare the effectiveness, we will compare uncertainty directed sampling scheme with stratified random sample scheme in two aspects: the incremental predicted area and the accuracy of soil map by adding one sample at a time. RMSE will be calculated for validating soil map accuracy. So, two other sample sets need to be collected with one based on the regular sampling strategy (referred to as the regular sample set) and the other based on the stratified random sampling strategy (referred to as the stratified random set). The stratified random set will be designed as follows: First, the entire study area is stratified based on categorical covariate or other criterion (such as clusters generated some covariates). The number of samples in each stratum depends on the area proportion of the stratum in the entire study area. Second, design random samples for each stratum. For one stratum, random samples were located using a random generator in ArcGIS software. In this procedure, if the spatial distribution of the random samples is centralized, then we dropped all the samples in this stratum area and produced new random samples repeatedly until the random samples seem to disperse although this is not necessary. Third, combine the random samples in each stratum to form the stratified random sample set. Therefore, the stratified random samples in this paper should capture the global distribution characteristic of soil property.
In order to validate the stratified random sampling scheme comprehensively, the comparison between the results based on the samples from the uncertainty directed design with these based on samples from stratified random design is done using a sample-wise approach. In other words, we want to see the effects between the two sampling strategies by adding one sample at a time. The samples from the uncertainty directed design are already ordered based on their respective impact on the reduction of unmapped area and uncertainty. The samples from the stratified random samples do not have order in similar nature. But which sample from the stratified random samples to be added next would have an important impact on the inference outcome. To minimize this impact we created 5 ordered sets of samples from the stratified random samples through randomly selecting a sample from the pool of stratified random samples for each set. The comparison is then done by comparing the results based on the samples from the uncertainty directed sampling with each of the 5 sets of ordered samples from the stratified random samples.
Case study
Study area and legacy samples
The study area is located between 48°53′24″-48°59′24″N,125°8′ 24″-125°16′12″E, which includes Xuan-Zhou county, Lang-Xi county and Guang-De county in south of Anhui province, China (Fig. 3) . It is about 110 km by 84 km covering 5900 km 2 with a highest altitude of 1039 m. This area belongs to a transition zone between the middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River and mountainous area of southern Anhui. The area is under a subtropical monsoon climate. It is hot and rainy in summer because of ironical maritime air and cold and dry in winter resulting from Eurasia air-mass. Annual average temperature varies from 11.6°C to 15.8°C and annual average precipitation is 1240 mm to 1780 mm. The parent materials are mainly composed of mild clay-silt-gravel formed during Quaternary system and sandstone with proportions of 34% and 15%, respectively. The landform is characterized by hill and plain with some mountains in the south. The characteristic vegetation types are evergreen coniferous forest and deciduous broad-leaved forest, most of which are secondary forests or human-made forests. Most of land use types in this area are farmland and the stable crop is rice. The whole study area experiences severe human activities. Soil types are mainly red soil and paddy soil, accounting for 46.5% and 39.7%, respectively, according to the 1:100,000 Chinese Soil Map.
There are only 6 legacy soil profiles from the Second National Soil Survey of China. It is obvious that the size of legacy samples is too limited to use the existing predictive soil mapping methods for soil mapping in this area. Therefore, the individual predictive soil mapping (iPSM) method is appropriate to predictively map the soil property over this area . Fig. 3 shows the locations of the legacy sampling points.
Selection of environmental covariates
Based on the understanding of the soil-environment relationship and previous work in this study area Sun et al., 2008; in press), we selected environment covariates on three aspects including climate, parent material and topography. Climate covariates include annual average precipitation and annual average temperature with 1 km resolution, which were provided by Laboratory of Ecosystem Network Observation and Modeling, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research (IGSNRR), CAS. These climate data were produced by interpolating observation point data at 740 weather stations during the period of 1971-2000 in China (Feng et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2004) Geology Type Map was used to describe the parent material, the scale of which is 1:500,000 and they were provided by Institute of Soil Science, CAS. We understand that the spatial resolution (or scale) of the geology data layer is very coarse but it is the only geological data available for information on parent materials over this large area. The 27 different rock types (referred to geology type from hereon) in the geology map were grouped into 8 types based on the characteristics of lithology. Topographic covariates include slope, topographic wetness index (TWI), plan curvature and profile curvature which were all derived from DEM with 90 m resolution (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/). Slope, plan curvature and profile curvature were generated using the 3dMapper software (http://www. TerrainAnalytics.com). TWI was calculated using a multiple-flowdirection algorithm (Qin et al., 2007) . Annual average precipitation, annual average temperature and the geology type data was resampled into 90 m resolution by duplicating the value of the 1 km at 90 m level to match the DEM resolution. We understand that this "downscaling" may be acceptable for annual average precipitation and annual average temperature, but may not be appropriate for the geology type data due to the fact that geology information may not be uniform over the 1 km by 1 km area but this is the best data we have.
Determination of the unmapped area
The uncertainty from individual predictive soil mapping method is a measurement of how reliable it is to use existing Fig. 3 . Study area and legacy soil samples.
soil samples to represent a given unvisited location for prediction. The more similar the environment similarities between an unvisited location and existing samples, the lower the prediction uncertainty on the unvisited location. The choice of uncertainty threshold depends on the user's tolerance regarding the reliability of using existing soil samples to represent the unvisited location. The maximum value for prediction uncertainty is 1. When the uncertainty was smaller than 0.5, in other words, the environment similarities between the unvisited location and all the samples is bigger than 0.5, we think the unvisited location could be represented by the existing samples in this paper. Otherwise, the unvisited location could not be represented and it is unacceptable to predict the soil property on the unvisited location based on existing samples. So, we chose 0.4 as the uncertainty threshold. Set the uncertainty threshold as 0.4, reclassify the area as "No Data" where the prediction uncertainty is higher than 0.4. Fig. 4 shows the unmapped area ("No Data" area) based on soil mapping using the 6 legacy samples. Fig. 4 shows that there is large gray area with "No Data" using the 6 legacy samples to map the soils when the uncertainty threshold is 0.4. Therefore, it is necessary to design additional samples to extend the predicted area (in green) to the entire study area. The steps in selecting addition samples are described below. This is done for one sample at a time.
Gaps filling stage
(1) Each location in the "No Data" area can be seen as a candidate sample. Calculate the uncertainty by analyzing the environmental similarities between the candidate sample and all other locations in the "No Data" regions.
(2) For given the uncertainty threshold 0.4, compare the incremental predicted area of each candidate sample. The candidate sample which can extend the predicted area most was chosen as the additional sample for this round.
(3) Add the additional sample to the existing sample set (the legacy sample set if the new sample is the first additional sample) and update the prediction uncertainty map and the predicted area map based on the renewed sample set.
Iterate the above procedure until the mapped area covers the whole study area or the total unmapped area gets below a user specified value. Finally, organize the optimal additional samples in the order it was selected (Table 1) .
In our study area, there are 687,887 grids (90 m * 90 m) in total. When 50 additional samples were added to the 6 legacy samples the predicted area would cover the entire study area. However, starting from the 26th sample the incremental predicted area (grids) is less than 100 grids (0.81 km 2 ). So it is not worth costing much labor and financial resource to sample the last 25 samples. In this paper, we only choose the first 25 samples listed in Table 1 . Fig. 5 showed the distribution map of the selected 25 samples. From Fig. 5 we can see that most of the additional samples which designed in this gap filling stage are in the southern mountain area. Because of the more complex terrain environment, it is reasonable that samples have less individual representativeness and more samples were needed to represent the whole mountain area.
Uncertainty reduction stage
After the additional samples designed in the gap filling stage were added to legacy samples the new sample set can well represent almost the entire study area given the uncertainty threshold. The next objective is to select as few samples as possible to reduce the overall uncertainty so as to improve the accuracy of soil property map.
In order to describe the process clearly, we took the selection of the first sample as an illustration.
(1) Select the geology type stratum with largest number of high uncertainty locations.
First, add the 25 additional samples designed in the filling gap stage to the legacy sample set, and then produce a prediction uncertainty map based on the above sample set using individual predictive soil mapping method . Second, set the "high uncertainty" threshold to be 0.3. In this study area there are 8 geology types and the number of locations with uncertainty higher than 0.3 in each geology class is shown in Table 2 . Based on this table, the first sample in the uncertainty reduction stage should be selected from the area covered by mild claysilt-gravel geology formed during Quaternary system, Geology Type 6. (2) Select the largest environment class in Geology Type 6. Run FCM on covariates (minus the geology type) for the location with high uncertainty in Geology Type 6 to identify different environment classes. Based on the coefficient (F) and entropy (H) (Zhu et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011) , the best cluster number is 5 and the fuzzy parameter m is 1.5. After hardening the cluster results, Class 1 has 40,135 cells and Class 2 through Class 5 have 20,875, 26,084, 17,585 and 11,426 cells, respectively. The largest environment class is Class 1.
(3) Estimate the probability density distribution of the uncertainty in the environmental class 1 and identify the first optimal sample. Fig. 6 shows the probability density distribution of the uncertainty in the largest environmental condition (Class 1). For a PDF with a signal peak, we locate the new additional sample point at the locations (candidate samples) with their uncertainty values closed to the mode of the probability density distribution of the uncertainty. For a PDF with two or more peaks, when the heights of the peaks are more or less the same, the new additional sample point would be designed at the locations with their uncertainty values closed to the last peak of the PDF. For a PDF with two or more peaks and the height of the peaks are different, the new additional sample point would be designed at the locations with their uncertainty values closed to the highest peak of the PDF. The selection of this sample would reduce the overall uncertainty the most.
All the candidate samples (the blue locations) for the first additional sample were shown in Fig. 7 . In order to ensure accessibility to the sample, the optimal sample was selected by referring to topography map, land use map, and Google map.
(4) Add the additional sample to the existing sample set and iterate procedures (1) through (3) to select other optimal samples for uncertainty reduction.
Iterate procedures (1) through (3) till one of the following two criteria is met, then reduce the "high uncertainty" threshold 0.3 to 0.2: (a) the largest number of locations with uncertainty higher than 0.3 is less than a user specified value in each geology type. For this paper we set this number to be 1000. It is not worth to design a sample when the high uncertainty area is small; (b) when adding an additional sample the sum of the reduced uncertainty is less than a user specified number (set to 500 in this study) which means that the effect of adding a new sample is low. In this paper, according to the above two criteria, the uncertainty threshold was reduced step by step till it is 0.1. The choice of the uncertainty threshold depends on the user's tolerance reliability of using existing soil samples to represent the unvisited location and the sampling budget. In this paper, such a strict uncertainty threshold 0.1 means that the user is required to use the existing soil samples to predict only the unvisited locations with very similar environmental conditions. In other words, only these existing samples that the similarities to the unvisited location are higher than 0.9 are used to calculate the value of the targeted property on this unvisited location. The spatial distribution of all the designed 38 additional samples in this uncertainty reduction stage is shown in Fig. 8 .
Results and discussion
Field sampling
A total of 60 samples were collected finally (Fig. 9) . Due to field conditions, only 3 of the designed samples were not collected at their designed locations. Fig. 9 compares the locations of samples designed with the locations actually collected. For these points deviated from their designed locations the environmental conditions of the replacement samples are similar to those of the designed locations.
Validation and discussion
The predicted soil property in this study is soil organic matter content of the top layer (0-20 cm). The regular sample set for validating map accuracy and the stratified random set for comparison between and uncertainty directed field sampling scheme and stratified random sampling were collected at the same time. The regular sample set includes 61 samples with the grid space of 10 km (Fig. 10) , and these 61 samples were used for validation. The stratified random sample set includes 62 samples (Fig. 11 ) and these 62 samples were used for comparison.
For evaluating the performance of uncertainty directed sampling scheme, we created 60 sample sets by adding one additional sample into existing samples at each time. For this study area, we have 6 legacy samples. According to the order of the additional samples, add the first additional sample to the legacy sample set, and we got a sample set with 7 samples. Then, add the second sample to the new sample set, and we got a sample set with 8 samples. By iterating this procedure, we can get 60 sample sets after adding the 60th additional samples. Finally, based on these 60 sample sets, 60 soil organic matter property maps were produced using individual predictive soil mapping method . Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were calculated for each of the 60 soil property maps by comparing the predicted values with the observed values at the regular samples which fall into the predicted areas. This means that the number of validating points used for calculating the RMSE for each of the 60 soil property maps is different. This RMSE value is only used to evaluate the performance of uncertainty directed sampling scheme and is not used to examine how the RMSE change with respect to the increase of samples used in prediction because the number of validation samples which fall into the predicted areas is different for different predicted maps.
In order to compare the effectiveness of uncertainty directed sampling scheme with the stratified random sampling scheme, we also created 60 random sample sets using follow method: (1) Randomly choose a sample from the stratified random samples as the first additional sample, and then add this selected sample into the 6 legacy sample set to form a new random sample set with 7 samples; (2) Randomly choose another sample from the remaining stratified random samples and add this sample into the new sample set to form another new random sample set with 8 samples; (3) Iterate the second step 60 times, and we obtain 60 random sample sets. Based on these 60 random sample sets, another 60 soil property maps were produced using the same inference method proposed by Zhu et al. (2015) .
A RMSE value was calculated for each of the 60 soil property maps by comparing the observed values with the predicted values based on the stratified random set at the locations of these validation samples which fall into the predicted areas. Because the order of the additional sample is random in the process of making the 60 random sample sets, the samples in each sample set could be different. Furthermore, when the order of additional samples is different, the produced soil maps are also different. In this paper, in order to validate the stratified random sampling scheme comprehensively, we repeat the above process of making the 60 random sample sets 5 times to obtain some representation of variety from the stratified random set.
We compared the effectiveness of the two sampling schemes (uncertainty directed sampling scheme and 5 stratified random sampling schemes) in two aspects: the expansion of predicted area (Fig. 12 ) and the accuracy of soil maps (RMSE) (Fig. 13) .
The X coordinate of Fig 12 is the order of additional samples, and the Y coordinate is the predicted area which is the number of the predicted grids. The red line represents the variation of predicted area for uncertainty directed sample scheme and other five lines represent the predicted area for stratified random sample schemes. For the uncertainty directed samples, as we expected, the predicted area extended quickly and the gaps in the generated soil map were quickly filled when more samples are successively added. The predicted area reaches a plateau at the end of the filing gap stage, which demonstrates that the predicted area has almost covered the whole study area. Moreover, the incremental predicted area is larger for the first few additional samples than the later samples, which shows that the method was able to effectively locate the additional samples for covering the area. Comparing with the stratified random sampling schemes, the increment in area coverage for the first few samples based on the uncertainty directed approach is larger. Another important advantage of the uncertainty directed approach is that predicted area increases continuously and eventually stabilized. This can be used to determine the number of points needed for covering the entire area even before field sampling starts.
The X coordinate of Fig. 13 is also the order of additional samples and the Y coordinate is RMSE. The red line represents the RMSE calculated based on the 60 soil organic matter maps produced using the 60 Fig. 12 . Variation of predicted area with additional samples. Fig. 13 . Variation of RMSE with additional samples. Please note that the RMSE for the map created at each sample set is based on the validation samples which fall into the predicted areas for that map. uncertainty directed sample sets and the other 5 RMSE lines represent these based on the five stratified random trials.
During the gap filling stage, the RMSE of the soil maps produced using uncertainty directed samples is higher than the RMSE of soil maps produced using stratified random samples. This is because during this stage uncertainty directed sampling scheme is optimized to cover the size of predicted area. For example, from Fig. 14, we can see that, in order to extend the predicted area as much as possible most of the uncertainty directed samples were located in the southern mountain area where the area coverage of each sample is small and more samples are needed to represent the complex environmental conditions. However, unlike uncertainty directed sampling scheme, most of the stratified random samples were located in the middle and north plain area because the number of the samples is related to the area of the parent material and the parent material of plain accounts for most of the study area. Meanwhile, most of the regular validation samples are also in this plain area. Therefore, the stratified random samples represent regular validation samples better than uncertainty directed samples, which results in the RMSE of stratified random sample is relatively low.
In the uncertainty reduction stage, the objective for uncertainty directed sampling is to reduce the overall prediction uncertainty for improving the accuracy. From Fig. 13 , we can see that the RMSE for uncertainty directed sampling scheme declines slowly during the uncertainty reduction stage. Starting from the 34th additional sample, RMSE of uncertainty directed sampling scheme is lower than all of the trials based on the stratified random sampling scheme. In other words, from the 34th sample on, the accuracy of soil organic matter maps based on the uncertainty directed samples is higher than the maps based on stratified random samples. It should also be noted in Fig. 13 that the increase in RMSE for all sampling schemes when switched from the gap filling stage to the uncertainty reduction stage is related to the fact that during the gap filling stage only the validation samples which fall into the predicted areas were used for computing the RMSE but during the uncertainty reduction stage all validation samples were used to calculate the RMSE. It is expected that with more validation samples the RMSE is higher.
Conclusions
This paper presented an effective and stepwise method to design õ-additional samples for digital soil mapping based on prediction uncertainty. This sampling scheme not only integrates the sparse and ad hoc legacy samples with additional new samples effectively, but also provides the order of additional samples based on their respective contributions to area coverage and accuracy improvement. The order of the additional samples allows us to effectively use the limited sampling resources. The case study in XuanCheng study area demonstrated that this uncertainty directed sampling scheme is more effective than stratified sampling scheme. In the gap filling stage, the uncertainty directed samples cover the study area more quickly. In the uncertainty reduction stage, the RMSE reduces quickly and it is lower than these based on the stratified random samples. In a word, the proposed method is effective in locating as few additional samples as possible to extend predicted area and to maximize the reduction in uncertainty.
